innovative. stylish. functional.
Picture yourself sitting under our line of stunning commercial
outdoor umbrellas that provide maximum shade with a
unique look. Skyspan is innovative and stylish, yet functional;
our umbrellas are designed to withstand high winds and
provide excellent protection from the sun allowing you to
enjoy your outdoor environment.
We understand that every outdoor environment is different,
which is why we offer personal accessories such as heaters,
custom printing, and lighting — just to name a few. With our
great selection of styles, colors, and personal accessories,
you are sure to find the Skyspan umbrella that meets your
needs and compliments your outdoor environment.
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NEW!

Portable Retractable Umbrella
open spaces and functional

Our new Portable Retractable Umbrella is ideal for hotels,
resorts, restaurants, and country clubs. This umbrella is easily
opened, retracted, and transported.
OPTIONS

Square: 10’
FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retractable
Portable
Weighted base
Wind tested to 35 mph in open position
Approximate 8’ eave height
Steel frame
316 stainless steel hardware
Marine grade finish*

BENEFITS

•
•
•

7 canopy color options (Sunbrella Marine)
21 powder coat finishes
5-year commercial frame warranty

*Our Superdurable Powder Coat can withstand conditions
in any marine environment.

Square

8’ Eave Height
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Horizon | stunning and practical
Ideal for any commercial application, the Horizon
umbrella is the simplest sun shade solution.
OPTIONS

Square: 10’, 12’, 13’
Rectangle: 10’ x 13’
Hexagon: 14’, 16’, 18’
Frame Support Upgrade*
FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed to stay in fixed position
Wind tested to 75 mph
Approximate 7’ eave height
Aluminum frame
316 stainless steel hardware
Marine grade finish

BENEFITS

•
•
•

56 canopy color options
21 powder coat finishes
5-year commercial frame warranty

*Frame support upgrades are required when standard frames are
modified (such as increasing an eave height) causing additional
load requirements be added to the column.

Square

Australia | Features Frame Support upgrade

Rectangle

Hexagon

7’ Eave
Height

Frame
Support
Upgrade
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Sunset | functional and appealing
Ideal for cafés, pools, and restaurants, the Sunset
umbrella can be effortlessly opened and retracted.
OPTIONS

Square: 10’, 12’, 13’
Rectangle: 10’ x 13’
Hexagon: 14’, 16’, 18’
FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Retractable
Wind tested to 75 mph
Approximate 7’ eave height
Aluminum frame
316 stainless steel hardware
Marine grade finish

BENEFITS

•
•
•

56 canopy color options
21 powder coat finishes
5-year commercial frame warranty

Square
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Rectangle

Hexagon

7’ Eave Height

Baltimore, Maryland

Vista | open spaces
Ideal for shading swimming pools, spas, and outdoor dining
spaces, our popular Vista Cantilever umbrella reaches your
space without the barrier of a vertical column. Its unique
360° Optional Pivot

pivoting feature allows the umbrella to stow away from your
open space.
OPTIONS

Square: 10’, 12’, 13’, 16’
Rectangle: 10’ x 13’
Hexagon: 14’, 16’, 18’
360° Pivot Upgrade
Double Cantilever Upgrade
FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

Retractable
Wind tested to 75 mph
Approximate 7’ eave height
Steel frame with marine grade powder coat finish
316 stainless steel hardware

BENEFITS

•
•
•

56 canopy color options
21 powder coat finishes
5-year commercial frame warranty

Square

ABQ Uptown: Albuquerque, New Mexico

Rectangle

Hexagon

7’ Eave Height
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Hypar | innovative and stylish
Ideal for shading pools and guest areas, our Hypar umbrella
provides shade with a new and unique look. Hypar umbrellas
feature a low-profile canopy that will not obstruct your view.

OPTIONS

Square: 13’, 16’, 20’
FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•

Designed to stay in fixed position
Wind tested to 75 mph
Approximate 7’ eave height
316 stainless steel hardware
Steel frame with marine grade powder coat finish

BENEFITS

•
•
•

56 canopy color options
21 powder coat finishes
5-year commercial frame warranty

Hypar
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7’ Eave Height

Teravista Community: Georgetown, Texas

Cabana | restful and roomy
Our cabanas are spacious solutions that provide unsurpassed
durability with an elegant and unique one-of-a-kind look.
They offer a great location where families or couples can
gather and enjoy the day while keeping track of their
belongings. Not only do our cabanas provide great shade for
guests at the pool, they can become premium rental spaces
for resorts.
OPTIONS

Skyspan Cabana: 10’, 12’, 13’
Flat Top Cabana: 10’, 12’, 13’
Curtains and Drapery Upgrade
FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surface mounts to existing concrete slab
Wind tested to 75 mph
Approximate 7’ eave height
Aluminum frame
316 stainless steel hardware
Marine grade finish
Waterproof canopy
100% UV protection

BENEFITS

•
•
•

56 canopy color options
21 powder coat finishes
5-year commercial frame warranty

Flat Top Cabana

Audubon Zoo: New Orleans, Louisiana | Features custom printing

Skyspan Cabana

7’ Eave Height
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Wavecrest | sleek and efficient
This sleek style is ideal for driving ranges, vehicle protection,
walkways, pool seating, and bleachers at your sport
complex.
OPTIONS

Standard Size: 18’ x 20’
FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surface mount only
Wind tested to 75 mph
Approximate 7’ eave height
Aluminum frame
316 stainless steel hardware
Marine grade finish
Waterproof canopy
100% UV protection

BENEFITS

•
•
•

56 canopy color options
21 powder coat finishes
5-year commercial frame warranty

Wavecrest
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7’ Eave Height

Florida Hospital Waterman: Tavares, Florida |

Features additional frame support

Panorama | enduring and architectural
Our Panorama is a permanent perimeter framed structure
allowing you to enjoy a unique outdoor gathering space year
round.
OPTIONS

Square Fixed: 10’, 13’, 16’, 20’
Square Cantilever Fixed: 10’, 13’, 16’, 20’
Square Gazebo Fixed: 16’, 20’, 26’
Clear Drop Curtain Upgrade
Water Flow Controlled Gutter Upgrade
FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permanent structure
Surface mounts to existing concrete slab
Wind tested to 75 mph
Approximate 7’ eave height
Steel frame with marine grade powder coat finish
316 stainless steel hardware
Waterproof canopy
100% UV protection

BENEFITS

•
•
•

56 canopy color options
21 powder coat finishes
5-year commercial frame warranty

Square
Fixed

North Houston Skate Park: Houston, Texas

Square
Cantilever
Fixed

Square
Gazebo
Fixed

7’ Eave Height
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Custom Structures | express yourself
Skyspan’s team of innovative thinkers can turn your
imagination into life. While our specialty is architectural
umbrellas, we also pride ourselves on our ability to create
custom tension structures. Tension structures are a
combination of beautiful architectural design and incredible
durability. Unlike conventional shade structures, tension
membrane structures are all-weather and significantly

West Atlantic Plaza, Delray Beach, Florida

stronger.
APPLICATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Car parking
Amphitheater covers
Walkway covers
Athletic venues
Restaurants
Resorts

PAST PROJECTS

•
•
•
•
•
•
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The AMP, Carrollton, Georgia
West Atlantic Plaza, Delray Beach, Florida
Hyatt Grand Cypress, Orlando, Florida
River of Earth, Hindman, Kentucky
Hyatt Piñon Pointe, Sedona, Arizona
Hard Rock Cafe, Los Angeles, California

West Atlantic Plaza, Delray Beach, Florida

Carrollton, Georgia | Custom community amphitheater.

Custom Printing | parade your brand
Customize your Skyspan umbrella and parade your brand
with our custom printing option. While other umbrellas
lose their marketing potential on windy or rainy days, your
Skyspan umbrellas remain open. Partnership sponsors can
purchase and customize your new umbrellas with their
brand, which can then be installed on a patio or open
market space.
PRINTING CAPABILITIES

•
•
•
•
•
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Single images
Full images
Multiple images
Patterns
Logos

Budget Breakdown | plan for your site

74%

While every Skyspan project is different, each of our clients
can expect certain costs when planning for their new
umbrellas. We've broken down the average cost into three
categories as outlined below.
PRODUCT

On average, 74% of your total Skyspan purchase price will go
towards the cost of your Skyspan umbrella.
INSTALLATION

22%

On average, 22% of your total Skyspan purchase price will go
towards the cost of installation. Installation prices may vary due
to our customer’s needs and availability of materials.
FREIGHT

On average, 4% of your total Skyspan purchase price will go
towards the cost of freight.
OTHER ITEMS TO CONSIDER

•
•
•
•
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Desired area of shade coverage
Type and style of umbrella
Size of area to be shaded
Goal and needs for your covered space
(heating, cooling, waterproofing, etc.)

4%

FRAME MODIFICATIONS

FABRIC | STAM 6002 TEXTURED COLLECTION

& ACCESSORIES

Anthracite
6002-20205

Grey

6002-20024

Light Grey
6002-20001

White

6002-20183

Champagne
6002-10387

Khaki

6002-20201

Tan

6002-20191

Cocoa

6002-20165

Heating

Options | customize and accessorize
Brown

With over 50 fabric colors, 21 frame finishes, custom printing,

6002-20204

Terracotta
6002-20185

Burgundy
6002-20186

Navy

6002-20189

Caribbean
Blue

Spruce

6002-20184

Moss Green
6002-20187

Canary

6002-20190

6002-20188

and numerous accessories, we’ll create an umbrella that is

*Stam 6002 is available for any of our umbrella or cabana models at a small upcharge.

perfect for you. All colors are approximate, please ask your sales
representative for actual color swatches before ordering.

Lighting
FABRIC | SUNBRELLA MARINE

FABRIC | FERRARI 502 COLLECTION

Black

502-8450

Onyx

502-2136

Slate

502-2162

Concrete
502-2167

Aluminium
502-2168

Shifting
Grey

Boulder
502-2171

Mastic

502-2144

White

502-8102

Champagne
502-8341

Vanilla

502-8861

Camel

Black

Cadet Gray

Toast

502-2141

502-1499

Captain
Navy

Pacific
Blue

Forest
Green

Burgundy

*Sunbrella Marine Fabric is offered only for our Portable Retractable Umbrella.

Electrical Access

Sandy
Beige

Pepper

502-2012

502-2143

Cocoa

502-2148

Dead Leaf
502-2138

Walnut
Stain

Gold

502-2145

Beetle

502-2149

Moss Green
502-2158

Tennis

Aniseed
502-2157

502-2156

502-1125

Pale Pink

Poppy

Velvet Red

Tuscan

502-8056

Spruce

Navy

FINISHES | SUPERDURABLE FRAME COLLECTION

502-2137

Burgundy Terracotta
Midnight
Blue

Lagoon
502-2160

Cornflower
502-2159

502-2161

Carrot

502-2172

Violet
Parma

502-2164

Mandarin
502-8204

Buttercup
502-2166

Turtledove Blackcurrant Burgundy
502-2163

502-2165

502-8284

Raspberry
502-2150

502-2151

502-8255

502-2152

Sandstone

Tan

Sage

Mystic
Blue

Mariner
Blue

Gray

502-2173

Height Extensions
Black

Patrician
Bronze

Teal

Spring
Green

White Butterscotch Orange

Red

Purple

Blue

Sky Blue

Chick

502-1013

*Ferrari 502 Collection color design is currently transitioning to Ferrari 502 Satin. Limited availability on colors may apply as a result.
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Brown

Green
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Warranty
Superior Recreational Products (SRP) manufactures its Skyspan structures

Cabanas

with top-quality materials in order to withstand inclement weather and

Skyspan Cabanas are designed to withstand high wind speeds and have

marine environments. We design, engineer and test our products to

been engineered/tested in wind speeds which exceed 90 mph. However,

withstand and resist high winds, allowing our customers to enjoy our

SRP does not recommend the use of any Cabana in wind conditions

products. Skyspan products are carefully inspected to prevent any type

which exceed 75 MPH unless where specifically designated and approved

of manufacturing defects. Our goal is to manufacture architectural shade

in writing by qualified SRP engineers. Skyspan’s warranty will only cover

products that meet customers' expectations to withstand inclement

Cabanas that have been properly secured to an approved footer or other

weather allowing for full enjoyment.

mounting system.

The warranty does not cover cosmetic damage to surface areas, frame,

Permanent Structures: Hypar, Wavecrest, Panorama, Custom Structures

or canopy due to alteration, vandalism, impact damage, misuse, fire, or

Skyspan fixed structures are warranted for sustained winds up to 76 mph

floods.

(Hurricane Force 1) and for gusts of up to 3 seconds duration and up to 90
mph. Removal of the shade fabric is required if damaging winds are called

This warranty is valid only for installations made by certified installers

for. Damage due to snow and/or ice accumulation is not covered by this

or in accordance with company installation instructions.

warranty. Canopies should be removed during the “off season”. SRP will
only warranty products which are properly secured to a footer according

This warranty is the only express warranty given by the company. No

to engineering drawings or approved anchoring system.

person has authority to change or add to these obligations and liabilities.
The company reserves the right to determine whether the fault is caused

SRP reserves the right, in cases where certain fabric colors have been

by faulty workmanship or material, or the part that is defective.

discontinued, to offer the customer a choice of available colors to replace
the warranted fabric of the discontinued color. The company does not

Umbrellas: Sunset, Horizon, Vista

warranty that any particular color will be available for any period of time

Although all Skyspan umbrellas are designed to withstand high wind

and reserves the right to discontinue any color for any reason it may

speeds and have been engineered/tested in wind speeds which exceed

determine, without recourse by the owner of the discontinued fabric color.

70 mph, SRP does not recommend or warrant the deployment or use
of any collapsible umbrella in wind conditions which exceed 45 mph

Further, SRP will not cover any damage to any umbrella frame, canopy,

unless where specifically designated and approved in writing by qualified

shade or base device which occurs as a result of contact with the ground

SRP engineers. Horizon umbrellas outfitted with Skyspan’s additional

or any other foreign object including damage which occurs as a result of

bracing supports will be warranted for wind conditions up to 60 mph

sudden and severe weather events or other extreme acts of nature.

and 3-second wind gusts. Skyspan’s warranty will only cover umbrellas
that have been properly secured (installed according to manufacturer’s

Please contact SRP directly if requesting products and mounting

installation instructions with a level canopy and plum column) to an

foundations to be warranted in sustained wind conditions which

approved footer or other approved mounting system. SRP recommends

exceed the stated warranties per each model.

800.327.8774
sales@siibrands.com

that all retractable umbrellas be securely closed when not in use.
For full warranty, please contact your sales representative.
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Contact Us Today

let us provide your solution

Skyspan
1050 Columbia Drive
Carrollton, Georgia 30117
800.327.8774
sales@siibrands.com
srpskyspan.com
M AD E I N THE U. S. A

